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Welcome to the
Austin Forum on Technology & Society!

We bring leaders, thinkers, builders, creators, and learners
together to connect, collaborate, and contribute!

Thank you for joining our community
online or in-person!
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Austin Forum Team!

John Lockman
Tech Director

Delanie Majors
Communications Coordinator

Jay Boisseau
Executive Director

Mary Garza
Web/UX Designer

Allison Warner
Logistics
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Our Annual Partners Make This Possible!

Please contact us if you want to become an annual partner!
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And special thanks tonight…

Adam Ghetti Allison Pribble
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Why join the Austin Forum Slack 
workspace?

1. Continue and deepen the conversation 
after Austin Forum events

2. Find new opportunities for collaboration, 
mentoring, working, and more

3. Promote local events and relevant Tech 
& Society opportunities

4. Because this gives everyone in our 
community—online and in-person—the 
same way to ask questions!

Before we get started, join our
How?

1. Open a web browser

2. Go to: www.austinforum.org/slack

3. Click “Join the Austin Forum Slack 
Workspace”

4. Enter your email address

5. Check your email to confirm Slack invitation

6. Enter your name and click “Create Account”

7. You’re in! You can use the Slack mobile app 
now, too.

8. Add channels to your view using + Add 
channels)

http://www.austinforum.org/slack
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New episodes!
• #59: How Immersive Environments Can 

Create Great Human Experiences

• #58: The Regulation of Emerging 
Technologies: Implications for AI

• #57: Making Good AI for Humans

• #56: The Growth and Successes of AI

Soon, episodes with leaders in:
• Cybersecurity

• Web3.0

• SXSW Sydney 2023

• DEI in Tech

• Tech Trends 2023 Mid-Year Check

Austin Forum Upload: New episodes out now!
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We have 6 ways to learn, share, connect!
Live monthly events Online content

Presentation + Networking events
• Expert presenter-focused
• In-person and online—hybrid
• Recording and slides posted online

Email List, Website, EventBrite & Slack
• Get updates and register for events
• Learn more about the Austin Forum
• Ask questions, share, etc. (Slack)

Meetup discussion events
• Participatory for everyone
• In-person only
• Never recorded—speak freely!

Podcasts – Austin Forum Upload (new episodes weekly!)

• Audio only
• Conversation formats
• Hosted in all major podcast stores, AF website

Book discussion events
• Participatory for everyone
• Online only
• Never recorded—speak freely!

Blog – Austin Forum Update (July 2023)

• Web-based (on Medium)
• Weekly(ish) articles
• Multiple formats: “Techsplanations,” interviews, 

analyses/positions, and series
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6:15-6:50 Main event & presentation

6:50-7:20 Demo Session 1 at tables by topic/tool

Choose table with topic that interests you

7:20-7:50 Demo Session 2 at tables by topic/tool

Choose table with topic that interests you

7:50-7:55 Final comments/slides

8:00-? Post-event networking w/speakers, 
attendees, and free drinks & eats

Special Format Tonight: Expert-Led Demos & 
Hands-on Experience with GenAI Tools
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And now, our featured presentation…
Please:

✔ Respect our speakers & attendees 
by not talking during their 
presentation, and in your 
comments & questions

✔ Share key points via Twitter 
w/hashtag #generativeAF and tag
@AustinForum

✔ Learn, think, and enjoy!
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Understanding and Using Generative AI

June 6, 2023

Amina Al Sherif
Practice Lead for ML & AI

Google



LLMs and Generative AI: 

Basic Literacy SHARED!

Amina Al Sherif, Google
janeausten@google.com

← Full disclosure- I work here!



Agenda

❖ LLMs- What are they (on a fundamental level) 

❖ Prompting primer

❖ Tuning and fine tuning

❖ Safety, Privacy, Security and Ethics around 

Generative AI (Considerations)

❖ Use Case Exploration

❖ Battle of the LLMs!



What is a language model?

[...] [...]
[...]

Th

e

[...]

satcat on

[...]

the

chairrug ...

Most likely next word Next most likely next word

Less likely next words

[...]

mat



Source: ai.googleblog.com

Training 

set for 

PaLM

High-

quality 

web docs

Books
Conver-

sations

GitHub 

code
Wikipedia

https://ai.googleblog.com/2022/04/pathways-language-model-palm-scaling-to.html


Large model workflow



Source: ai.googleblog.com

https://ai.googleblog.com/2022/04/pathways-language-model-palm-scaling-to.html


Prompting

The process of instructing an LLM to do a 

task is called prompting. 

Prompt = the text you feed to your model

Prompts can be as simple as a question, or 

as complex as multiple paragraphs.





24

Prompt Design can be annoying sometimes. 
Why you ask? Well because…

1. Prompt design is an art.
2. Highly dependent on pre-training data.
3. Exact wording + order of the prompts matters.
4. It’s inefficient for inference.

An Observation about Prompt design:



One-shot
Provide one 

example 
to replicate

Zero- Shot
Provide no examples

There’s a couple of solutions

What’s the capital 
of France?

Give me the capital 
of a Region, 

Rome:Italy 
Paris: France

Give me the capital 
of a Region 

Rome:Italy

Few-shot
Provide a few 

examples
to replicate



Learnprompting.org

https://learnprompting.org/


Observation: 

A model that can do everything has practical 

limitations.

Task-specific tuning can make LLMs more 

reliable. 



Tuning: 

The process of adapting a model to a new 

domain or set of custom use cases by training 

the model on new data. For example, we may 

collect training data and “tune” the LaMDA 

model specifically for the legal or medical 

domain.



Fine Tuning: 

Bring your own dataset of and retrain the 

model by tuning every weight in the LLM. This 

requires a big training job (like really big) and 

hosting your own fine-tuned model.



How to customize an LLM…
LLMs introduce new tools & techniques to customize model outputs. Traditional “fine tuning” is too heavy weight for most LLMs use cases.





Language models can be 
“hacked”

Common Considerations



surveillance violating 

internationally accepted 

norms

1 be socially beneficial

avoid creating or 

reinforcing unfair bias
2

be built and tested for safety3

be accountable to people4

incorporate privacy design 

principles
5

uphold high standards 

of scientific excellence
6

7
be made available for 

uses that accord with 

these principles

AI should:

likely to cause overall 

harm

principal purpose to 

direct injury 

purpose contravenes 

international law and 

human rights

Google 

AI 

Principles

1

2

3

4

Applications we 

will not pursue:



General /Off 

the Shelf:

Does your model (and 

its training data 

distribution) match your 

use case?  

Any known issues or 

privacy concerns? 

What outputs will your 

model provide?  To 

whom?

In advance, think about the following:
Privacy and LLMs

Additional 

Training

Will you collect any new 

data for fine tuning, etc. 

What? How? How long 

will you keep this data? 

Who can see it? How will 

you label it? 

Who will do the labeling?

If your fine-tuned model 

incorporates new data, 

who can access the tuned 

model and how long will 

you keep this tuned 

model?  Will you share 

the tuned model with 

anyone?

Interactions 

and logs

What record will you 

keep of your users’ 

interactions with your 

LLM?

Safety

Will your model 

synthetically generate 

new outputs?

What’s the worst case 

scenario if your model 

gives a bad output? 

How could it be 

misused or abused? 

(How might you 

mitigate?)



● Users: Who will have access to your model? How much access?

○ Which potentially Malicious actors? 

○ Any vulnerable populations (children etc?)

● Awareness: How will you make it clear to your users that

○ They are interacting with an LLM and not a human?

○ That LLMs are not always accurate and might hallucinate (make up) some 

outputs? 

● Fairness/Inclusion: are its outputs equally helpful/dangerous to all users for 

your use case? How might they display bias?

● Legal: Has your counsel advised on the following

○ Model licensing/use?

○ Use/collection of any “Public” or other data?

○ Notice/Consent and other relevant text?

Safety, Legal, and AI Principles
Important Considerations



If you touch any user (or workforce) data you will need to consult with PWG-ML in 
addition to your home PWG

● Additional Training: Will you use any new data for fine tuning, etc. 
○ What? How? Who can see it? How will you label it? Who will do the labeling? How 

sensitive might it be?
○ How long will you keep this data? 
○ If your fine-tuned model incorporates new data, who can access the tuned 

model and how long will you keep this tuned model?  Will you share the tuned 
model to anyone?  

○ How will you prevent memorization/recitation of the training data
○ How will you manage notice, consent, etc.

● Interactions and Logs: What record will you keep of your users’ interactions with 
your LLM?
○ Will you use any of these as inputs back into the model?
○ Ask yourself again all the questions above with regard to this interaction data

Privacy and LLMs with  User/Workforce Data
Important Considerations



Psych Safety: Could your LLM give a response that unsettles users?

● Content containing PII/SPII may be subject to content moderation methods (even if 

hallucinated)

● Claims or implies to have access to data it shouldn’t see? (even if hallucinated)

Content Safety:  What’s the worst case scenario if your model gives a bad output?  

● Bad output = content which has potential real world consequences and proliferation of harm 

● User facing content may be subject to info qual and ux content design to implement Trust & 

Safety by design 

Sensitive Verticals:

● How is the backend of the product going to allow for manual intervention when these outputs 

cross product policy guardrails? 

● Where there is a factual accuracy x safety violation, how can we build safety check points or 

catches into the product design? If not possible, how will we maintain safety post launch?  

Data:

● How is the product going to implement responsible 1p, 2p, and 3p data sharing while 

appropriately informing users? 

● What type of consents are appropriate for the product design? 

Trust + Safety
Important Considerations



Hallucinations: 

LLMs can generate text containing 

false statements. Dealing with 

hallucinations is a fundamental 

challenge of LLMs and an ongoing 

research area



RARR automatically 

researches & revises the 

output of any LLM to fix 

hallucinations and provide 

citations for each sentence.

Fact Check LLMs (RARR)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2210.08726

https://arxiv.org/abs/2210.08726


LLMs can 
be used for 
a variety of 
things

What problems suit LLMs? 

Think of something 
creative!

Think of something 
boring and repetitive

Think of something 
that you have 

domain knowledge in

Think of something 
that requires core 
experience in your 

area





80%
of enterprise data 

is  unstructured

70%
is free-form text, 

such as written documents, 

emails, and comments

Source: Gartner, Forbes

● Customer emails

● Call transcripts

● Multimedia content (digital photo, audio, 

video)

● Knowledgebase to address customer queries

● Product reviews, campaign 

reviews

● PDFs, presentations, documents

● Machine-generated data

Majority of enterprise workflows deal 
with unstructured data

https://forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2017/06/05/the-big-unstructured-data-problem/#59fc7c6c493a


Automate use cases

Extract data from 

unstructured 

documents

Proactively recommend 

documents based on

a certain topic

Analyse contractual 

documents to identify 

and flag specifics

Categorize/classify 

unstructured text  

Automatically update 

models with new beta 

from the enterprise

Build Conversational 

AI and chatbots

for Q&A

Automated style and 

formatting transfer of 

documents



Thank you!
See you at Table 1 ☺ (or Trifecta!)
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• Two sessions: 6:50-7:20 and 7:20-7:50
• Some table leaders will cover same topic twice, others 

will cover two different topics
– You can move now and/or at 7:20 based on interests
– Online participants are at one large virtual table
– Every table leader will run table their own way!

• Focus is on productive co-creation of content!
• Be respectful of table leaders and participants!
• Be patient—help solve any problems! 

Now, on to the demos/hands-on sessions!
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Tables for Session 1 (6:50-7:20)
Table Topic Leader

1 Amina Al Sherif, Google Vertex GenAI Studio 

(text & images)

2 Jay Boisseau, Austin Forum ChatGPT

3 Ben Fauber, Dell Technologies StableDiffusion

4 Adam Ghetti, Adapter Adobe Generative Fill

5 Nylo Landis, Cyperprompt.AI ChatGPT

6 Praveen Nuthulapati, Dataminr ChatGPT

7 Aurora Quinn-Elmore, 

Metamorph.AI

ChatGPT

8 Elizabeth Quintanilla, Marketing 

Gunslingers

Pictory.ai w/ChatGPT

Table Topic Leader

9 Jimmy Pike, Dell (Retired) ChatGPT

10 Johnny Rodriguez, Fresh Consulting ChatGPT

11 Finn Staber, Chicken Waffle ChatGPT

12 Erik Summa, Dell Technologies MidJourney

13 Luke Wilson, Optiver GitHub Copilot

14 Dylan Wu, Metamorph.AI ChatGPT

15 Volunteer from audience! TBD

virtual Jay Williams, ARCatar Bard
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Tables for Session 2 (7:20-7:50)
Table Topic Leader

1 Amina Al Sherif, Google GenAI App Builder 

(no-code/low-code)

2 Jay Boisseau, Austin Forum ChatGPT

3 Ben Fauber, Dell Technologies LLMs

4 Adam Ghetti, Adapter Adobe Generative Fill

5 Nylo Landis, Cyperprompt.AI ChatGPT

6 Praveen Nuthulapati, Dataminr ChatGPT

7 Aurora Quinn-Elmore, 

Metamorph.AI

ChatGPT

8 Elizabeth Quintanilla, Marketing 

Gunslingers

NightCafe w/ChatGPT

Table Topic Leader

9 Jimmy Pike, Dell (Retired) ChatGPT

10 Johnny Rodriguez, Fresh Consulting MidJourney

11 Finn Staber, Chicken Waffle ChatGPT

12 Erik Summa, Dell Technologies MidJourney

13 Luke Wilson, Optiver GitHub Copilot

14 Dylan Wu, Metamorph.AI ChatGPT

15 Volunteer from audience! TBD

virtual Jay Williams, ARCatar MidJourney
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Thanks to our Speakers & Table Leaders!

Amina Al Sherif
Practice Lead for ML & AI

Google

Ben Fauber, Dell Technologies

Joel Granoff, Entrepreneur

Adam Ghetti, Adapter

Nylo Landis, Cyperprompt.AI

John Lockman, Dell Technologies

Praveen Nuthulapati, Dataminr

Aurora Quinn-Elmore, Metamorph.AI

Elizabeth Quintanilla, Marketing Gunslingers

Jimmy Pike, Dell (Retired)

Johnny Rodriguez, Fresh Consulting

Finn Staber, Chicken Waffle

Erik Summa, Dell Technologies

Luke Wilson, Optiver

Dylan Wu, Metamorph.AI
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Our Annual Partners Make This Possible!

Please contact us if you want to become an annual partner!
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• If you have computers, tablets, or smartphones no longer being used, 
please help those in need

• Bring your devices to any in-person event, and we’ll donate to our worthy 
charities!

Donate Your Unused Tech!
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Dig Deeper Into Tonight’s Topic…
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And More on LLMs…
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And on the Threats of GenAI…
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2nd Austin AI Ecosystem Meetup
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• Schedule posted at www.austinforum.org 

• Additional presentation topics for 2023 will include
• Energy & climate tech

• Quantum computing

• 3D printing everything

• Data and graphs

• Gaming and e-entertainment

• Cybersecurity

• and more!

Join Us for More Great Content in 2023

Plus:
• New podcast episodes now
• In-person meetups
• Online book discussions
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Join us to learn, share, discuss!!

Please share the upcoming events with your friends 
and colleagues!

https://twitter.com/Vizias
https://www.facebook.com/viziasllc
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Networking is back! Join us at:

KEEP YOUR NAMETAGS FOR FREE DRINKS!

Corner of 3rd St and Nueces St—an easy walk from here
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